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I. INTRODUCTION

Calendar year 1982 was the first full year of operation for the Eleventh
Circuit Court of Appeals, though a few cases that are binding on the new
Eleventh Circuit continued to be handed down by the former Fifth Cir-
cuit under the designation "Fifth Circuit Unit B. '" Because 1982 brought
the new court into full-scale operation, we have attempted to ascertain
whether there is any definitive Eleventh Circuit orientation in the volatile
and often politicized area of employment discrimination law. We have
concluded that, as was the case with the former Fifth Circuit, judicial
decisionmaking seldom takes one definitive direction; some cases will be
applauded by plaintiffs, while others will provide solace to defendants. At
risk of oversimplification, we generally perceive that the Eleventh Circuit
has taken a plaintiff-oriented approach to issues of proof and remedies in
the employment discrimination field. At the same time, however, the
Eleventh Circuit has restricted, to the benefit of defendants, both the
coverage of Title VIP and the awards of attorneys' fees to plaintiffs.

II. PROOF OF DISCRIMINATION

Less than a year after the Supreme Court handed down its decision in
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Texas Department of Community Affairs v. Burdine,8 which reversed
years of Fifth Circuit jurisprudence on the allocation of proof in employ-
ment discrimination cases, the Eleventh Circuit decided a case substan-
tially limiting Burdine's scope. In Lee v. Russell County Board of Educa-
tion,' the court held that Burdine applies only "where the plaintiff's case
is made out with circumstantial evidence supporting the inference of dis-
crimination."' 5 When there is direct evidence of discrimination, the court
held that it is not only "obviously unnecessary" but "incorrect" to use the
Burdine allocation of proof. Rather, according to the court, once a dis-
criminatory motive is proved to have been a significant or substantial fac-
tor in an employment decision, "defendant can rebut only by proving by
a preponderance of the evidence that the same decision would have been
reached even absent the presence of that factor."'

The court did not discuss how it would distinguish between direct and
circumstantial evidence. In Lee itself-which the court indicated involved
"strong, direct evidence" of discrimination-the court found the follow-
ing to be evidence of discriminatory practice: testimony by both the
principal and the superintendent of education that race was a factor in
the employment decisions at issue; testimony that one member of the
board of education had spoken with the principal about obtaining a
greater "white presence" at the school and about "building files" on cer-
tain black teachers; and testimony that when the principal hired a white
teacher, the same board member told him he was pleased the new teacher
was white." The court appeared especially swayed by the principal's and
the superintendent's testimony concerning the board's alleged discrimina-
tory motives.10

The court concluded its opinion with four questions for the trial court
to answer on remand, and these questions probably will become the stan-
dard analysis for future employment discrimination cases:

Does plaintiffs' direct evidence prove that race or retaliation for support
of racial minorities was a significant factor in the [employer's] decisions?

3. 450 U.S. 248 (1981).
4. 684 F.2d 769 (11th Cir. 1982).
5. Id. at 774 (emphasis in original).
6. Id.
7. Id. (footnote omitted) (citing Mt. Healthy City School Dist. v. Doyle, 429 U.S. 274,

287 (1977)).
8. 684 F.2d at 774.
9. Id. at 772. The school board member indicated that the hiring of a white teacher was

a "good step." Id.
10. The employment decisions at issue were made by a five-member school board by a

vote of three to two. Neither the principal nor the superintendent of education were mem-
bers of the board. The opinion did not reflect whether they were present when the vote was
taken or during the discussions leading up to it. Id. at 771-72.
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If so, has the [employer] proved that it would have taken the same action
absent those factors?
If the direct evidence does not prove discrimination, are the elements of
a McDonnell Douglas [Corp. v. Green"] case met ...?
If so, has the [employer] sufficiently articulated valid, nondiscriminatory
reasons for its actions?
If there is sufficient articulation, have plaintiffs proved the reasons to be
pretextual or otherwise carried their ultimate burden of showing a signif-
icant unconstitutional motive?"'

In 1982, the United States Supreme Court also reversed long-standing
former Fifth Circuit precedent relating to the standard for appellate re-
view. In Pullman-Standard v. Swint,1

3 the high court rejected the dichot-
omy applied in the circuit between subsidiary facts, which were subject to
the clearly erroneous standard of appellate review, and the ultimate fact
(whether the employer discriminated against the appellant), which the
circuit had held was not subject to the clearly erroneous standard. The
Supreme Court held that all findings of fact were, under Rule 52 of the
Federal Rules of Civil Procedure, 4 to be upheld on appeal unless clearly
errroneous.

15

The Swint decision made a difference in the ultimate disposition in
Robbins v. White-Wilson Medical Clinic, Inc.," in which Unit B of the
former Fifth Circuit summarily affirmed the lower court decision, which
prior to Swint it had reversed. 7 The few 1982 post-Swint Eleventh Cir-
cuit opinions reviewing ultimate factual findings concerning discrimina-
tion appear to indicate a continuing rigorous scrutiny and willingness to
overturn a finding of no discrimination. In Watson v. National Linen
Service," for example, the court held the trial court's findings of no dis-
crimination to be clearly erroneous.1" Similarly, a majority of the panel in
Hardin v. Stynchcomb20 appeared to disregard explicit trial court find-

11. 411 U.S. 792 (1973).
12. 684 F.2d at 776. Recently, the Eleventh Circuit made it clear that Lee applies in

Title VII cases as well as in constitutional litigation. Perryman v. Johnson Prods. Co., 698
F.2d 1138 (11th Cir. 1983).

13. 102 S. Ct. 1781 (1982).
14. FED. R. Civ. P. 52(a) provides in pertinent part that "[flindings of fact shall not be

set aside unless clearly erroneous, and due regard shall be given to the opportunity of the
trial court to judge the credibility of witnesses."

15. 102 S. Ct. at 1789.
16. 682 F.2d 503 (5th Cir. 1982) (Unit B).
17. Robbins v. White-Wilson Medical Clinic, Inc., 660 F.2d 1064 (5th Cir. Nov. 12, 1981)

(Unit B), vacated, 102 S. Ct. 2229 (1982).
18. 686 F.2d 877 (11th Cir. 1982).
19. Id. at 880.
20. 691 F.2d 1364 (11th Cir. 1982). The Hardin case is discussed further in the text

accompanying notes 36-46, infra.
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ings that supported the lower court's holding that the male sex was a
bona fide occupational qualification ("bfoq") for the position at issue.
The majority concluded "as a matter of law [that] the evidence produced
by defendants [was] insufficient to sustain their bfoq defense."2' In Smith
v. Georgia,22 the Eleventh Circuit also emphasized that the lower court's
findings must be "'sufficiently comprehensive and pertinent to the issues
to provide a basis for decision' ,,' and found that the trial court's findings
of fact were inadequate for meaningful review. 4

In one final decision involving issues of proof, Avery v. Homewood City
Board of Education,25 the former Fifth Circuit Unit B made clear that
the mere presence of a permissible ground for the employer's decision to
discharge the employee did not render the discharge lawful when the em-
ployee claimed that he was discharged for constitutionally protected con-
duct. Rather, the employer must show that it would have discharged the
employee even in the absence of the protected conduct.2 6

III. DEFENSES TO DISCRIMINATION CLAIMS

A. Bona Fide Seniority Systems

While 1982 was an active year for the Supreme Court on the bona fide
seniority system defense,2 the Eleventh Circuit broke little new ground

21. Id. at 1372. The position at issue was that of deputy sheriff.
22. 684 F.2d 729 (11th Cir. 1982).
23. Id. at 735 (quoting Vicon, Inc. v. CMI Corp., 657 F.2d 768, 771 (5th Cir. Sept. 30,

1981) (Unit A)).
24. Id. at 735. Similarly, Unit B of the former Fifth Circuit, in early 1983, took the

Supreme Court's remand of Terrell v. United States Pipe & Foundry Co. for reconsidera-
tion in light of Pullman-Standard v. Swint and remanded it to the district court for careful
articulation of the factors involved in deciding whether the seniority system was initiated or
maintained with an intent to discriminate. 696 F.2d 1132 (5th Cir. 1983) (Unit B). The
dissenting opinion takes the majority to task for second-guessing the district court's earlier
finding of fact that the system was not intentionally discriminatory.

Former Fifth Circuit Unit B's recent refusal to reopen a consent decree that had altered a
seniority system not judged intentionally discriminatory may be viewed as evidence that
Pullman-Standard v. Swint continues to be read narrowly. United States v. Georgia Power
Co., 695 F.2d 890 (5th Cir. 1983) (Unit B).

25. 674 F.2d 337 (5th Cir. 1982) (Unit B).
26. Id. at 341.
27. The court, in American Tobacco Co. v. Patterson, 456 U.S. 63 (1982), held that the

exception in section 703(h) of Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, 42 U.S.C. § 2000e-1
to -17 (1976 & Supp. IV 1980), for bona fide seniority systems, applies to systems adopted
after the effective date of Title VII. This issue was left open in International Bhd. of Team-
sters v. United States, 431 U.S. 324 (1977). Another case concerning seniority systems, Pull-
man-Standard v. Swint, 456 U.S. 273 (1982), is treated in the Proof of Discrimination sec-
tion of this Article, supra.
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in this area. In one decision 8 the Eleventh Circuit held, not surprisingly,
that the seniority system defense must be pleaded and proved like any
other affirmative defense.29 In another decision,30 Unit B of the former
Fifth Circuit held that a defendant-employer that had disregarded its se-
niority system could not escape liability for discriminatory hiring by
claiming its actions were pursuant to that system."

A third seniority system attack, mounted in Waker v. Republic Steel
Corp.,"2 ultimately was unsuccessful after ten years of litigation. In
Waker, the trial court determined that the seniority system was bona fide
under section 703(h)" of Title VII." The Fifth Circuit, without address-
ing whether the system was bona fide, found the United Steelworkers
union not liable even if the system were intentionally discriminatory and,
therefore, not bona fide. The court observed that the Steelworkers, during
collective bargaining, repeatedly attempted to eliminate the aspects of
the seniority system that had perpetuated discrimination in the past. Af-
ter losing each such battle to the craft unions, the court held that the
Steelworkers were not required to strike over the seniority system to
avoid Title VII liability.'

B. Bona Fide Occupational Qualification

In 1982, the Eleventh Circuit took the opportunity to add a 'reasonable
accommodation' requirement to the defense of bona fide occupational
qualification. In Hardin v. Stynchcomb,s6 a divided panel refused to find
that male sex was a bfoq for deputy sheriff positions at the Fulton
County jail even though the deputies must perform strip searches of male
inmates and guard such inmates when they dress, shower, and use the
toilet.'7  The court formulated the standard for finding sex a bfoq (which
it stressed was "only the narrowest of exceptions to the general rule re-
quiring equality of employment opportunities"), 8 as follows:

Sex based discrimination is valid only if the essence of the business
would be undermined by not hiring members of one sex exclusively....
Defendant can satisfy that burden only by proving that all or substan-

28. Jackson v. Seaboard Coast Line R.R., 678 F.2d 992 (11th Cir. 1982).
29. Id. at 1012.
30. Scarlett v. Seaboard Coast Line R.R., 676 F.2d 1043 (5th Cir. 1982) (Unit B).
31. Id. at 1052.
32. 675 F.2d 91 (5th Cir. 1982) (Unit B).
33. 42 U.S.C. § 2000e-2(h) (1976).
34. See supra note 2.
35. 675 F.2d at 93.
36. 691 F.2d 1364 (11th Cir. 1982).
37. Id. at 1368.
38. Id. at 1370.
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tially all women would be unable to safely and efficiently perform the
duties of the job. . . .In addition, defendants bear the burden of prov-
ing that because of the nature of the operation of the business they
could not rearrange job responsibilities in a way that would eliminate
the clash between the privacy interests of inmates and the employment
opportunities of female deputy sheriffs.8'

There can be no finding of bfoq if there is a failure of proof in either of
these two components.

40

The court then found "as a matter of law" that the evidence presented
by Fulton County was insufficient to sustain the bfoq defense as formu-
lated.41 The majority expressly held that Fulton County could modify its
system of rotation of deputy sheriffs and thus "avoid the clash" between
the privacy rights of prisoners and equal employment opportunities.4

1

Judge Clark, in dissent, although not differing in the law, would assess
the facts differently. Disagreeing that the evidence of bfoq was insuffi-
cient "as a matter of law," he cited the district court's explicit finding
that the overcrowding of the Fulton County jail, a maximum security in-
stitution, and the understaffing of supervisory personnel made it impossi-
ble to exempt women from toilet or shower surveillance or strip
searches.43 "'Defendants have shown that no assignment of selected job
responsibilities can be made that will permit the employment of members
of both sexes in the male section of the jail.' "4 The dissent also ex-

39. Id. at 1371 (emphasis added) (citations omitted). The employment opportunities re-
ferred to by the court were not simply the jailer jobs but deputy sheriff positions generally,
since Fulton County required a preliminary tour of duty at the jail for all deputy sheriffs.
Thus, rearrangement of job responsibilities might encompass an alternative training duty
outside the jail or a deletion of that tour as well as internal alteration of jail guard jobs.

40. Id. at 1374.
41. Id. at 1372. In reaching the conclusion that there was a failure of bfoq proof in the

case at bar, the court pointed out that "[t]he narrow scope of the bfoq exception does not
encompass perceptions of male and female roles based upon romantic paternalism or the
divine plan for the separation of sexes." Id. at 1370 n.20. In this regard, the court quoted at
length such transcript testimony as that of Sheriff Stynchcomb: "I don't want a woman
working ... in the men's sleeping quarters of the jail .... It is not discrimination but I got
good reason for the way I am thinking.... I know I wouldn't want my daughter or my wife
to hold that kind of job." Id. at 1371 n.20. The court also quoted the testimony of Chief
Jailer Eason:

Well, there has been a psychological difference [in men and women] since time
immorial [sic] when God created Adam and Eve, there was a difference....
When they sinned, when I read the Bible, when God walked in the garden, he
didn't say anything to Eve, He said Adam, where art thou? He admonished Adam,
didn't he?

Id.
42. 691 F.2d at 1373.
43. Id. at 1375 (Clark, J., dissenting).
44. Id. at 1375-76 (quoting trial court's order).
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pressed concern, which was dismissed summarily by the majority," that
exempting women from the singularly unpleasant rotation at the jail, as
suggested by the majority, would be "unfair to the other individuals em-
ployed and to the sheriff who has to recruit them.""'

IV. PROCEDURAL MATTERS

The Eleventh Circuit developed little new law on the procedural as-
pects of employment discrimination cases. Several cases, however, did
add minor glosses or more detailed explanations to the existing body of
decisional law.

A. Timeliness

Despite the Supreme Court's 1982 holding that the 180-day period for
filing a charge' 7 was not a jurisdictional prerequisite," plaintiffs in two
separate cases were foreclosed from bringing further Title VII processes
by their failure to file timely charges. In Stafford v. Muscogee County
Board of Education,49 plaintiff had applied for the position of school
principal in several schools during the summer of 1977. On December 20,
1978, plaintiff filed charges of race discrimination concerning the filling of
these positions. Plaintiff responded to claims of untimeliness by claiming
that he was unaware that his applications had been rejected until he re-
ceived his contract on June 30, 1978, covering the 1978-79 school year.
The Eleventh Circuit had little trouble finding that plaintiff "knew or
should have known [of the alleged discriminatory act] well before June
23, 1978, "50 the date 180 days prior to the filing of his charge. In accord
with well-established precedent,5' the court likewise held that neither the
plaintiff's grievance proceeding nor his Title VII claim tolled the limita-
tions period for his action under section 1981 of the Civil Rights Act of
1870.52

Another straightforward timeliness problem was presented in Allen v.

45. Id. at 1374 n.26.
46. Id. at 1376.
47. 42 U.S.C. § 2000e-5(e) (1976) provides: "A charge under this section shall be filed

within one hundred eighty days after the alleged unlawful employment practice occurred

48. Zipes v. Trans World Airlines, Inc., 455 U.S. 385, 393 (1982).
49. 688 F.2d 1383 (11th Cir. 1982).
50. Id. at 1388.
51. Delaware State College v. Ricks, 449 U.S. 250 (1980); International Union of Elec.

Workers v. Robbins & Myers, Inc., 429 U.S. 229 (1976); Johnson v. Railway Express Agency,
Inc., 421 U.S. 454 (1975).

52. 42 U.S.C. § 1981 (1976).

19831 1279
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United States Steel Corp.55 The three Allen plaintiffs, who had limited
their claims to layoffs and recalls, failed to file charges within 180 days
from the last day of their most recent contested layoffs. In response to
this procedural hurdle, all three plaintiffs argued that "because their de-
sired pension and extended vacation benefits do not accrue until well af-
ter their layoffs, an EEOC [Equal Employment Opportunity Commission]
complaint need not be filed until the benefits are due."" The Eleventh
Circuit, in a response based upon strong Supreme Court" and former
Fifth Circuit5 6 precedent, rejected this bootstrap attempt on the ground
that "plaintiffs here will receive lower pension and vacation benefits not
because they are women who were laid off for periods exceeding two
years, but because they are employees who were so laid off."57 Moreover,
the court rejected plaintiffs' novel theory that, because the filing of a
claim by one plaintiff occurred within 180 days after the layoff termina-
tion of another plaintiff, the latter plaintiff should be able to rely upon
the charge for the former. "[P]laintiffs. . . who have not themselves filed
timely EEOC complaints, cannot rely upon the EEOC complaint of an-
other, when the latter complaint itself is not timely as to the filing party's
own individual claims."58

B. Continuing Violations

In Jackson v. Seaboard Coast Line Railroad," the Eleventh Circuit
found no continuing violation and, therefore, no timely charge where the
plaintiffs' sole contention was the continuing impact via a seniority sys-
tem of past promotion discrimination. When the lead plaintiff's charge
fell, the class claims likewise collapsed.6

C. Right to Sue Letter

In Zipes v. Trans World Airlines, Inc.,6 the United States Supreme
Court held that a timely charge is not a jurisdictional prerequisite to the
bringing of a Title VII suit. In an application of Zipes, the Eleventh Cir-

53. 665 F.2d 689 (5th Cir. 1982) (Unit B).
54. Id. at 693.
55. United Air Lines, Inc. v. Evans, 431 U.S. 553 (1977).
56. Dobbs v. City of Atlanta, 606 F.2d 557 (5th Cir. 1979).
57. 665 F.2d at 694 (emphasis in original).
58. Id. at 696. Cf. Jackson v. Seaboard Coast Line R.R., 678 F.2d 992 (11th Cir. 1982)

(reaffirming that a class action may proceed so long as one plaintiff has met the timely
charge and right-to-sue letter preliminaries to filing suit).

59. 678 F.2d 992 (11th Cir. 1982).
60. Id. at 1012.
61. 455 U.S. 385 (1982).

1280 [Vol. 34
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cuit decided in Pinkard v. Pullman-Standard," that a right-to-sue letter
is also not a jurisdictional prerequisite. Rather, it operates as a condition
precedent to suit that is subject to equitable modification. Plaintiffs, who
had not received right-to-sue letters at the time of filing their federal
court complaints, subsequently received such letters. While noting that
the plaintiffs' actions were subject to dismissal without prejudice up to
the time of receipt of their right-to-sue letters, the court found this defect
was cured upon receipt of the letters." Dissenting on this issue,4 one
member of the court would have barred this suit on the ground that the
EEOC was precluded any opportunity to conciliate and eventually had
issued its letter "because [the action] was already pending in the district
court.""

D. Parties Plaintiff and Defendant

One of the most exhaustive essays of the Eleventh Circuit's 1982 term
occurs in Jackson v. Seaboard Coast Line Railroad."6 In Jackson, the
court applied Zipes presumptively to each of Title VII's preconditions
and held that the defendant must "deny the satisfaction of the precondi-
tions specifically and with particularity"'67 or lose the right to assert such
defenses." The court rejected post-trial arguments by defendant union
asserting that it was not properly named as a respondent in the EEOC
charge and that no timely charge had been filed."

E. Laches

In a case based upon charges filed with the EEOC more than five years
before the EEOC filed suit against the respondent, the Eleventh Circuit
held the suit barred by laches.7 0 Noting the "tortoise-like speed" of the
EEOC, the court upheld the district court's findings both that the

62. 678 F.2d 1211 (5th Cir. 1982) (Unit B).
63. Id. at 1215-19.
64. Id. at 1219-23 (Clark, J., dissenting).
65. Id. at 1221 (emphasis in original) (Clark, J., dissenting).
66. 678 F.2d 992 (11th Cir. 1982); see id. at 999-1010.
67. 678 F.2d at 1009.
68. Id.
69. Id. at 1010-12.
70. EEOC v. Dresser Indus., 668 F.2d 1199 (11th Cir. 1982). In another case brought by

the EEOC in a representative capacity under the Equal Pay Act, 29 U.S.C. § 206 (1976 &
Supp. V 1981), the Eleventh Circuit refused to impose the "Draconian remedy of dismissal."
EEOC v. Troy State Univ., 693 F.2d 1353, 1357 (11th Cir. 1982) (quoting Marshall v.
Segona, 621 F.2d 763, 767 (5th Cir. 1980)). Though the EEOC had failed to comply with oral
discovery orders of the district judge, the appellate panel found that this failure "stemmed
from confusion and a misunderstanding [and] did not substantially prejudice the employer."
Id. at 1354.

19831 1281
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EEOC's delay was unjustified and that the defense had been prejudiced
due to unavailability of witnesses and records.7 '

V. CLASS ACTIONS

Last year, the United States Supreme Court repudiated the long-stand-
ing Fifth Circuit doctrine that upheld 'across-the-board' class actions in
employment discrimination cases. In General Telephone Co. v. Falcon,7

the Court unequivocally held that "a Title VII class action, like any other
class action, may only be certified if the trial court is satisfied, after rigor-
ous analysis, that the prerequisites of Rule 23(a) have been satisfied. 78

While acknowledging the truism that race or sex is by definition a class
characteristic, the Court held that "the allegation that. . . discrimination
has occurred neither determines whether a class action may be main-
tained in accordance with Rule 23 nor defines the class that may be certi-
fied. 17 The court went on to state:

Conceptually, there is a wide gap between (a) an individual's claim that
he has been denied a promotion on discriminatory grounds, and his oth-
erwise unsupported allegation that the company has a policy of discrimi-
nation, and (b) the existence of a class of persons who have suffered the
same injury as that individual, such that the individual's claim and the
class claims will share common questions of law or fact and that the indi-
vidual's claim will be typical of the class claims. For respondent to bridge
that gap, he must prove much more than the validity of his own claim.
Even though evidence that he was passed over for promotion when sev-
eral less deserving whites were advanced may support the conclusion
that respondent was denied the promotion because of his national origin,
such evidence would not necessarily justify the additional inferences (1)
that this discriminatory treatment is typical of petitioner's promotion
practices, (2) that petitioner's promotion practices are motivated by a
policy of ... discrimination that pervades petitioner's . . . division, or
(3) that this policy of ... discrimination is reflected in petitioner's other
employment practices, such as hiring, in the same way it is manifested in
the promotion practices. These additional inferences demonstrate the
tenuous character of any presumption that the class claims are "fairly
encompassed" within respondent's claim."

The Court then emphasized the necessity for a "specific presentation
identifying the questions of law or fact that were common to the claims of

71. 668 F.2d at 1200.
72. 102 S. Ct. 2364 (1982).
73. Id. at 2372-73.
74. Id. at 2371.
75. Id. (footnote omitted).
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respondent and of the members of the class he sought to represent."' 6

The Supreme Court came very close to a holding that only so-called
disparate impact cases are appropriate for class action treatment. The
Court did, however, leave open a narrow door for class certification of a
systemic disparate treatment case if there is "significant proof" of a pol-
icy of discrimination that manifests itself in the employer's practices in
the same general fashion.7

While the Eleventh Circuit apparently had no opportunity to respond
to Falcon in 1982, two cases from the United States District Court for the
Northern District of Georgia are of interest as follow-ups to this major
development. In Nation v. Winn-Dixie Stores, Inc., 8 the district court
construed Falcon's requirement for "significant proof" of systemic dispa-
rate treatment as follows:

In a promotions case ... significant proof of a general policy of discrimi-
nation should include proof of a number of instances in which the better
qualified black employee was passed over for promotion by a less quali-
fied white employee. The particular number of instances which would
need to be shown, should, in the Court's opinion, bear some significant
relationship to the number of promotions granted by the employer in the
time frame selected for class definitional purposes. Additionally, it would
seem that statistical evidence could be quite relevant."

In the second case, Hawkins v. Fulton County,80 the court gave examples
of the detailed information that might 'pass muster' under Falcon in a
case of alleged promotional discrimination: the names of whites pro-
moted with lesser qualifications than blacks who were not promoted and
the specific qualifications of persons promoted and passed over.8

The Eleventh Circuit addressed other class action issues in Scott v.
City of Anniston.8" On the second appeal of this case to the Eleventh
Circuit, the court reversed the lower court's decertification of the class
after trial of all common class issues. The trial court based its decision on
inadequacy of representation of the class because the named plaintiff had
not worked for defendant for over a year before bringing suit and had
given preference to a job with another employer, factors which the appel-
late court held might have been valid had they been offered prospec-
tively.83 Noting that the "presumed adverse effect [of these factors] on

76. Id.
77. Id. at 2371-72 n.15.
78. 95 F.R.D. 82 (N.D. Ga. 1982).
79. Id. at 87-88 (footnote omitted).
80. 95 F.R.D. 88 (N.D. Ga. 1982).
81. Id. at 93.
82. 682 F.2d 1353 (11th Cir. 1982).
83. Id. at 1357.

1983] 1283
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the merits [is] . . .utterly belied by the outcome,"" the Eleventh Circuit
held that "[tjo decertify at this late date actually has the effect of deny-
ing the class adequate representation rather than insuring it."s In large
part, the court based its decision on the dictum in East Texas Motor
Freight System, Inc. v. Rodriguez8 6 that class claims need not be mooted
or destroyed if the class was properly certified before there was a determi-
nation that named plaintiffs "were not class members or were otherwise
inappropriate class representatives. 8

7

In City of Anniston, the court also addressed the subsidiary issue of
whether the mooting of injunctive relief would require reclassification of
the action under Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 23(b)(3).11 The court
held that the mooting of injunctive relief did not mandate such reclassifi-
cation of the action as a 23(b)(3) action, so long as the "'cohesive charac-
teristics of the class [that] are the vital core of a (b)(2) action. . . are still
intact in the suit.' ,"

In another case that considered class action issues,9 the former Fifth
Circuit Unit B found, without significant elaboration, that there was not
"sufficient justification upon which to confer 'typicality'" for class action
purposes in a case brought by four plaintiffs, each claiming discrimina-
tory discharge. 1 Noting the "significant factual dissimilarities of plain-
tiffs' claims," 9 the court observed, "[iut is well settled that, where a case
requires detailed investigations of the circumstances surrounding the
claims of individual class members, that case does not lend itself for
treatment as a class action."'93

VI. REMEDIES

A. Backpay

Nineteen eighty-two marked the fifteenth year of the litigation in Pett-

84. Id. (quoting Hill v. Western Elec. Co., 672 F.2d 381, 389 (4th Cir.), cert. denied, 102
S. Ct. 318 (1982)).

85. 682 F.2d at 1357.
86. 431 U.S. 395 (1977).
87. 682 F.2d at 1356.
88. FED. R. Civ. P. 23(b)(3). In City of Anniston, the injunctive relief was mooted be-

cause the employer had voluntarily withdrawn the invalid employment tests. 682 F.2d at
1355.

89. 682 F.2d at 1358 (quoting Wetzel v. Liberty Mutual Ins. Co., 508 F.2d 239, 251 (3d
Cir.), cert. denied, 421 U.S. 1011 (1975)).

90. Pinkard v. Pullman-Standard, 678 F.2d 1211 (5th Cir. 1982) (Unit B).
91. Id. at 1215.
92. Id.
93. Id.

[Vol. 341284
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way v. American Cast Iron Pipe Co. and its fifth appearance before the
United States Court of Appeals.9' The latest, but probably not the last,
appellate decision in this class action on behalf of some 2200 black em-
ployees and would-be employees was another interlocutory appeal in the
long running litigation, which is now at the remedies stage. The court
reaffirmed the Fifth Circuit's holding in Pettway v. American Cast Iron
Pipe Co. (Pettway 111)95 that the district court, if at all possible, take a
"classwide approach" to backpay because "exact reconstruction of each
individual claimant's work history, if discrimination had not occurred, is
not only imprecise, but impractical,"'6 and "it was [thus] impossible to
determine the exact rights of each individual employee.' 7

The court exhibited adamance that the lower court grant classwide re-
lief, as opposed to individual relief, "[u]nless the court determines that
relief cannot be given on a classwide basis . . . ."s The court then went
on to reaffirm that an individual class member need not prove he was
denied a specific job or jobs, but rather only that he provide a "state-
ment" claiming those facts.9 The court noted that the class member's
evidentiary showing in this regard was "precisely the same burden" as
that placed on a defendant when a plaintiff had made a prima facie case
of discrimination-merely 'articulation' as opposed to 'proof.' 00

In an important decision for employment discrimination cases concern-
ing fixed-term contracts, the Eleventh Circuit, in Walker v. Ford Motor
Co.,'" held that the contract term does not necessarily cut off the
backpay period and set forth the appropriate allocation of proof for de-
termining the backpay term in such cases.102 Unlike cases involving em-
ployment of indefinite duration, in which there is generally no reason to
assume that employment would not have lasted indefinitely, in fixed-term

94. 681 F.2d 1259 (11th Cir. 1982).
95. 494 F.2d 211 (5th Cir. 1974).
96. Id. at 260, quoted in, 681 F.2d at 1265. In this regard, the court in Pettway III, 494

F.2d at 260, had said:
There is no way of determining which jobs the class members would have bid on
and have obtained if discretionary testing, seniority, posting and bidding system,
and apprentice and on-the-job training programs had not been in existence. Class
members outnumber promotion vacancies; jobs have become available only over a
period of time; the vacancies enjoy different pay rates; and a determination of who
was entitled to the vacancy would have to be determined on a judgment of senior-
ity and ability at the time. This process creates a quagmire of hypothetical
judgments.

97. 681 F.2d at 1265.
98. Id. at 1266 (emphasis in original).
99. Id. at 1267; see McDonnell Douglas Corp. v. Green, 411 U.S. 792, 802 (1973).

100. Id.
101. 684 F.2d 1355 (11th Cir. 1982).
102. Id. at 1361.
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contracts there is generally no reason to assume the employment relation-
ship would not have ended at a set date. Thus, the court concluded that
"the proper allocation of proof in cases involving fixed-term contracts is
that a plaintiff must initially introduce some evidence showing that the
economic injury resulting from the discharge extended beyond the em-
ployment term."108 Citing teacher discharge cases, in which there often is
a reasonable expectation of reemployment despite a fixed-term contract,
the court gave as examples of such evidence "a showing that the particu-
lar plaintiff's contract had been renewed in the past, that contracts of
similarly situated employees had been renewed, or that the employer had
made a promise of continued employment." 10" The court held that after
a plaintiff carries his burden in this regard, "the burden shifts to the de-
fendant to show by a preponderance of the evidence that the plaintiff
would not have remained in employment beyond the contract term."10' 5

The court noted no inconsistency between this allocation of proof and
that in Texas Department of Community Affairs v. Burdine,'" taking
the position that Burdine is not applicable to subsidiary issues such as
damages.10 7 Finally, the court in Walker took the opportunity to join the
ranks of the overwhelming majority of other circuits in holding that
neither compensatory nor punitive damages are available under Title
VII.10 8

B. Injunctive Relief

In NAACP v. City of Evergreen,10 ' the Eleventh Circuit found that
"the power to issue an injunction survives the discontinuance of the ille-
gal conduct sought to be enjoined."1 10 Thus, the court reversed the dis-
trict court's denial of injunctive relief because, although "racial discrimi-
nation no longer exist[ed],"'11 there was abundant evidence of past
discrimination. Considering the court's duty "to correct and eliminate the
present effects of past discrimination"'1  and the fact that " 'reform
timed to anticipate or blunt the force of a lawsuit offer[s] insufficient as-
surance that the practice sought to be enjoined will not be repeated,' "1s

103. Id. at 1362.
104. Id.
105. Id. (footnote omitted).
106. 450 U.S. 248 (1981).
107. 684 F.2d at 1362-63 n.9.
108. Id. at 1364.
109. 693 F.2d 1367 (11th Cir. 1982).
110. Id. at 1370.
111. Id.
112. Id.
113. Id. (quoting James v. Stockham Valves, 559 F.2d 310, 354-55 (5th Cir. 1977), cert.
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the court remanded for entry of an injunction designed to increase the
numbers of blacks in the city's supervisory positions. " ' It is interesting to
note that although the court acknowledged its "limited role in fashioning
equitable decrees,""' it set forth precisely the injunction terms. Among
other things, the court directed the district court to "order the City of
Evergreen to publish notices of job vacancies, job descriptions, and objec-
tive, job-verified guidelines for selection of employees for the various city
agencies and departments.""' 6

C. Reinstatement

Using general language possibly applicable in discriminatory discharge
cases, the Eleventh Circuit announced, in a case involving discharge for
exercise of free speech," 7 rights, a "rule of presumptive reinstate-
ment": 18 "[R]einstatement is a basic element of the appropriate remedy
in wrongful employee discharge cases and, except in extraordinary cases,
is required." 19 Applying the rule to the case before it, the court found
that, while there may be exceptional cases in which reinstatement would
be inappropriate, the existence of an antagonistic relationship between
the employer and the former employee was not one of them. 20 In reach-
ing its conclusion, the court noted the deterrent effect of presumptive
reinstatement.' 2 '

D. Attorneys' Fees

In last year's survey we characterized the basic attorneys' fees issues as
variations on these themes: (1) who gets them; (2) who pays them; and
(3) how much should they be?""

Plaintiffs in Doe v. Busbee"3 ultimately did not get attorneys' fees be-
cause of the Eleventh Circuit's interpretation that they were not "prevail-
ing parties" within the meaning of the Civil Rights Fee Awards Act of
1976.2 ' In Doe, a class action, the two named plaintiffs and approxi-

denied, 434 U.S. 1034 (1978)).
114. Id. at 1371.
115. Id. at 1370-71.
116. Id. at 1371.
117. Allen v. Autauga County Bd. of Educ., 685 F.2d 1302 (11th Cir. 1982).
118. Id. at 1306.
119. Id. at 1305.
120. Id. at 1306.
121. Id.
122. Shanor & Shanor, Employment Discrimination, 1981 Eleventh Circuit Survey, 33

MERCER L. REV. 1119, 1132-34 (1982).
123. 684 F.2d 1375 (11th Cir. 1982).
124. 42 U.S.C. § 1988 (1976 & Supp. IV 1980). The language of section 1988 granting
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mately 1800 other women had received medicaid-reimbursed abortions
under injunctions obtained by the two named plaintiffs. Subsequently,
two Supreme Court decisions undercut the rationale for the injunc-
tions,'2" and they were vacated by the trial court, but a previous grant of
attorneys' fees was allowed to stand. The Eleventh Circuit held that de-
spite their success in obtaining relief for themselves and others, "the
plaintiffs ultimately did not prevail on a single legal issue in the case."126
Therefore, said the court, they did not prevail for attorneys' fees pur-
poses. Their abortion funding was merely a temporary success obtained
"under a mistake of law. 1 27

A collateral aspect of Henson v. City of Dundee,"2 s which is discussed
later at length, 29 was the availability of attorneys' fees to plaintiffs who
obtain injunctive relief but only nominal monetary damages. The Elev-
enth Circuit held without significant discussion that if plaintiffs prove
that their working environment was sexually harassing, then they may
recover attorneys' fees even if they are not entitled to backpay.1s0

In Durrett v. Jenkins Brickyard, Inc.,' the question of who pays at-
torneys' fees received an answer sobering to the Title VII plaintiffs' bar.
When plaintiff filed a Title VII complaint against defendant Jenkins
Brickyard, Inc., an attorney was appointed to represent him in an in
forma pauperis action. Shortly thereafter, defense counsel telephoned
plaintiff's counsel and informed him that he had sued the wrong party;
plaintiff both had worked for and had filed EEOC charges against Pull-
man Swindell, a company that had constructed a kiln at Jenkins Brick-

attorneys' fees to "prevailing parties" is the same language used in section 706(k) of Title
VII, 42 U.S.C. § 2000e-5(k) (1976).

125. In Harris v. McRae, 448 U.S. 297 (1980), and Williams v. Zbaraz, 448 U.S. 358
(1980), the Supreme Court upheld the Hyde Amendment, Joint Res. of Dec. 9, 1977, Pub. L.
No. 95-205, § 101, 91 Stat. 1460, denying funding to all but medically necessary abortions.
Georgia, in response to the Hyde Amendment, limited state funding to those abortions for
which medicaid funding was also available.

126. 684 F.2d at 1381. Cf. Kenley v. Young, 455 U.S. 961 (1982), in which the Supreme
Court denied certiorari on the question of who is a "prevailing party" in Title VII suits for
attorneys' fee purposes. Justices Rehnquist and O'Connor, noting splits both between and
within the circuits in their dissent to denial of certiorari, would have required plaintiffs not
merely to obtain "some discernible benefit" but rather legally to cause the favorable out-
come. Gratuitously conferred benefits and payments by defendants to avoid litigation ex-
penses would not give plaintiffs 'prevailing' status under the interpretation of section 706(k)
favored by Justice Rehnquist and Justice O'Connor. Id. at 961-71.

127. Id. at 1381.
128. 682 F.2d 897 (11th Cir. 1982).
129. See infra notes 165-70 and accompanying text.
130. 682 F.2d at 905-06.
131. 678 F.2d 911 (11th Cir. 1982).
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yard's Atlanta facility.3 2 Plaintiff's counsel refused to dismiss the com-
plaint and "dragged [defendant] through more than six months of
unnecessary litigation because of an error that would have been avoided
by mere perusal of the EEOC documents." ' 3

The Eleventh Circuit found first that the district court had correctly
concluded that the Christians burg's' standard for awarding attorneys'
fees to defendants when the plaintiff's action is frivolous, unreasonable,
or without foundation had been satisfied.' 35 Turning next to the issue of
whether the client should shoulder the fee award, the court found that
the client is responsible even if his counsel is more blameworthy 36 and
also that the district court erred in denying a fee award against the client
on the ground of his indigency.13 7 Finally, the court remanded the case
with instructions that the trial court ascertain whether plaintiff's attorney
acted "in bad faith, vexatiously, wantonly, or for oppressive reasons. " s

The court concluded by holding that the attorney's mere compliance with
court orders and court procedure do not shelter him from liability. "

The issue of the amount of attorneys' fees was addressed only inciden-
tally by the Eleventh Circuit this year. In Durrett, noted above, the court
reaffirmed the general principle that the trial court, in exercising its dis-
cretion over the amount of attorneys' fees, should consider the payor's
financial resources."

0

In Allen v. United States Steel Corp.,"4 the Eleventh Circuit ad-
dressed the issue of what may be recovered as costs, which under Federal
Rule of Civil Procedure 54(d) are taxed against the losing party."' The
court held that reporting fees for the depositions of all six plaintiffs, be-
cause reasonably necessary to prepare a defense for trial (though only two
of them were used), were properly included as costs awardable in the dis-

132. Id. at 913.
133. Id. at 914 (quoting the district court findings).
134. Christiansburg Garment Co. v. EEOC, 434 U.S. 412 (1978).
135. 678 F.2d at 915.
136. Id. at 916.
137. Id. at 917. The court, however, did acknowledge that the plaintiff's financial condi-

tion may properly be a factor in determining the size of the fee award.
138. Id. at 919.
139. Id.
140. Id; see supra note 130 and accompanying text.
141. 665 F.2d 689 (5th Cir. 1982) (Unit B).
142. FED. R. Civ. P. 54(d) provides:

Except when express provision therefor is made either in a statute of the United
States or in these rules, costs shall be allowed as of course to the prevailing party
unless the court otherwise directs; but costs against the United States, its officers,
and agencies shall be imposed only to the extent permitted by law. Costs may be
taxed by the clerk on one day's notice. On motion served within 5 days thereafter,
the action of the clerk may be reviewed by the court.
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trict court's discretion under rule 54(d) to a prevailing defendant. 4  The
court also held that paralegal expenses are not costs within rule 54(d)
and, therefore, are properly recoverable "only as part of a prevailing
party's award for attorneys' fees and expenses, and even then only to the
extent that the paralegal performs work traditionally done by an
attorney. "144

VII. SPECIFIC STATUTES

A. Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964

Scope of Title VII. The Eleventh Circuit had two occasions during the
survey period to consider the scope of Title VII. In Hishon v. King &
Spalding,145 a case of surpassing prurient interest to Atlanta's legal coin-
munity, a divided panel of the Eleventh Circuit held that a law firm's
decision not to invite a female associate into the partnership is outside
the scope of the employment relationship and hence not amenable to ac-
tion under Title VII.'" Rejecting what it termed "a myriad of creative
reasons why the particular partnership in issue here should be subject to
the protection afforded 'employees' by Title VII,"' 47 the majority found
that "[t]he very essence of a partnership is the voluntary joinder of all
partners with each other.' 4

The majority also rejected plaintiff's contention that defendant's prom-
ise to make plaintiff a partner in return for satisfactory work as an associ-
ate for a designated number of years was a term, condition, or privilege of
employment under section 703(a)(1) of Title VII 49 or an employment op-

143. 665 F.2d at 697.
144. Id. Since plaintiffs' case here was not frivolous, unreasonable, or without foundation

under the Christiansburg standard, described supra text accompanying note 135, paralegal
expenses were not recoverable by the defendant.

145. 678 F.2d 1022 (11th Cir. 1982), cert. granted, 103 S. Ct. 813 (1983).
146. 678 F.2d at 1030.
147. Id. at 1024. Among other arguments, plaintiff pointed out that the size and com-

plexity of a large law firm is more like a corporation than a partnership and that its partners
are more like employees than owners. Id. at 1026. Plaintiff also urged that the court adopt
an 'economic realities' test in determining whether partners at King & Spalding were 'em-
ployees.' Id. at 1027 n.9. See NLRB v. Hearst Publications Co., 322 U.S. 111 (1944). The
majority rejected these contentions somewhat summarily, labeling them "transparent." 678
F.2d at 1026.

148. 678 F.2d at 1028.
149. 42 U.S.C. § 2000e-2(a)(1) (1976) provides:

(a) It shall be an unlawful employment practice for an employer-
(1) to fail or refuse to hire or to discharge any individual, or otherwise to
discriminate against any individual with respect to his compensation,
terms, conditions, or privileges of employment, because of such individual's
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portunity under section 703(a)(2):' 50 "[O]nce again, we decline to extend
the meaning of 'employment opportunities' beyond its intended context
by encroaching upon individuals' decisions to voluntarily associate in a
business partnership."' ' 1

The majority even went so far as to find the plaintiff's termination by
virtue of the law firm's 'up or out' policy beyond the purview of Title VII.
Rather, the court held that "when the termination is a result of a part-
nership decision, it loses its separate identity and must fall prey to the
same ill-fate as her original attempt to apply Title VII to partnership
decisions. 1"12

In a carefully circumscribed but compelling dissent, Judge Tjoflat
found this latter holding "too glib for me."I5 Although agreeing with the
majority that Title VII would not apply to the discrete decision of
whether to take on a new partner, he stated that "[wihen the partnership
decision inextricably and inevitably is a decision whether to terminate
employment, I would hold that Title VII applies."' 5 Further arousing the
interest of the bar, the Supreme Court has recently granted certiorari to
consider the Hishon case.'

In Cobb v. Sun Papers, Inc.,'5 the other case concerning the scope of

race, color, religion, sex, or national origin.
150. 42 U.S.C. § 2000e-2(a)(2) (1976) provides:

(a) It shall be an unlawful employment practice for an employer-

(2) to limit, segregate, or classify his employees or applicants for employ-
ment in any way which would deprive or tend to deprive any individual of
employment opportunities or otherwise adversely affect his status as an em-
ployee, because of such individual's race, color, religion, sex, or national
origin.

151. 678 F.2d at 1028.
152. Id. at 1029.
153. Id. at 1030.
154. Id. (emphasis in original).
155. 103 S. Ct. 813 (1983). The professorial co-author of this piece, having read the certi-

orari petition and response, speculates that the Supreme Court will reverse the Eleventh
Circuit. The policy factors he believes will sway the Court include: (1) that large firm part-
ners are much more like employees in their day-to-day work than they are like marriage
partners (to which the district court analogized them) or like investors monitoring returns
on capital investments; (2) that the Court will be extremely sensitive, as it has been in other
contexts, to treating lawyers more leniently than others are treated; and (3) that the Elev-
enth Circuit's restrictive interpretation of statutory coverage is inconsistent with congres-
sional intent and Supreme Court dictum concerning the scope of Title VII.

Whether the Court, if it reverses, will choose to do so on the narrow ground of the law
firm's 'up or out' policy, on the broader ground that law firm partnership decisions generally
are subject to Title VII coverage, or on the ground that the court below inadequately inves-
tigated the specific incidents of partnership at King & Spalding is a matter of even more
speculation.

156. 673 F.2d 337 (11th Cir.), cert. denied, 103 S. Ct. 163 (1982).
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Title VII handed down by the Eleventh Circuit in 1982, the court consid-
ered for the first time the question of what is the appropriate test for
distinguishing between employees and independent contractors in the Ti-
tle VII context. Plaintiff, a former janitor/custodian, urged that the court
adopt the 'economic realities' test of employee status applicable in Fair
Labor Standards Act (FLSA)"'5 cases, "under which persons are consid-
ered employees if they 'are dependent upon the business to which they
render service.' " 8 Surveying the law of other jurisdictions and noting
that no other Title VII case had given so expansive an interpretation of
the term 'employee,' the court declined to employ the economic realities
test, concluding that the term 'employee' in cases under Title VII is to be
construed in light of traditional common-law agency principles.1 5 9 While
the court indicated that the analysis should "take into account the eco-
nomic realities of the situation in the manner done in [the] Spirides'"
and Lutcher,"6 I" [cases]," ' 2 the court added:

This does not mean, however, that the economic realities with respect to
the dependence of the individual on the employment will control.
Rather, it is the economic realities of the relationship viewed in light of
the common law principles of agency and the right of the employer to
control the employee that are determinative.'

Applying the newly announced test to the case before it, the court
noted that "the choice of test controls the outcome"'" and affirmed a
district court finding of independent contractor status. The court noted
that the trial court "went beyond the simple right to control issue and
weighed all the factors involved in the situation.' 6

Sexual Harassment. Following the lead of the United States Court of
Appeals for the District of Columbia Circuit, the Eleventh Circuit held

157. 29 U.S.C. §§ 201-219 (1976 & Supp. III 1979).
158. 673 F.2d at 339 (quoting Mednick v. Albert Enterprises, Inc., 508 F.2d 297, 299-300

(5th Cir. 1975)). Cf. Hishon v. King & Spalding, 678 F.2d 1022, 1027 n.9 (11th Cir. 1982),
cert. granted, 103 S. Ct. 813 (1983) (in which plaintiff urged adoption of the 'economic
realities' test of employee status in a Title VII context).

159. 673 F.2d at 341.
160. Spirides v. Reinhardt, 613 F.2d 826 (D.C. Cir. 1979) (suggesting an 'economic reali-

ties' test, but setting forth a common law analysis in which the right to control is the most
important, but not the determinative, factor. The court listed eleven additional factors rele-
vant to the consideration).

161. Lutcher v. Musicians Union Local 47, 633 F.2d 880, 883 n.5 (9th Cir. 1980) (adopt-
ing the approach of Spirides, supra note 160).

162. 673 F.2d at 341.
163. Id.
164. Id.
165. Id. at 342.
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last year, in Henson v. City of Dundee, 6 that a pattern of sexual harass-
ment perpetrated or condoned by an employer is actionable under Title
VII even without tangible job detriment to the victim of the harass-
ment. 167 Relying largely on Bundy v. Jackson,' the court analyzed the
elements of proof in such cases and noted that the standard Title VII
allocation of proof may be inapplicable to "sexually harassing work envi-
ronment" cases because "it should be clear [generally] that sexual harass-
ment is discrimination based on sex." 169 The court did not go so far as
Bundy, however, finding that liability was to be imposed only when the
employer knew or should have known of an employee's sexually harassing
conduct, irrespective of whether that employee was a supervisor.'70 In a
separate opinion concurring in part and dissenting in part, Judge Clark
criticized the majority for not automatically imputing knowledge to em-
ployers when supervisors create sexually harassing work environments.1 71

B. Reconstruction Era Civil Rights Statutes

Section 1981. In Goff v. Continental Oil Co.," 2 a decision by the newly
created Fifth Circuit rendered by a panel that included one Eleventh Cir-
cuit judge, the court held that retaliation by an employer against an em-
ployee for the employee's filing of an EEOC charge is itself violative of
section 1981.178 The court's rationale, that "the ability to seek enforce-
ment and protection of one's right to be free of racial discrimination is an
integral part of the right itself,"'7 4 is unsurprising. As the court puts it,
"[slection 1981 would become meaningless if an employer could fire an
employee for attempting to enforce his rights under that statute.' 1 75 Fi-
nally, the court imports its previous Title VII retaliation standards into

166. 682 F.2d 897 (11th Cir. 1982).
167. Id. at 909.
168. 641 F.2d 934 (D.C. Cir. 1981).
169. 682 F.2d at 905 n.11.
170. Id. at 905.
171. Id. at 913-14 (Clark, J., concurring in part and dissenting in part). Citing Henson,

the Eleventh Circuit also found during the survey period that an atmosphere of racial slurs
is actionable under Title VII if the language is repeated, continuous, and prolonged. Walker
v. Ford Motor Co., 684 F.2d 1355, 1359 (11th Cir. 1982).

172. 678 F.2d 593 (5th Cir. 1982).
173. Id. at 598. 42 U.S.C. § 1981 (1976) provides:

All persons within the jurisdiction of the United States shall have the same right
in every State and Territory to make and enforce contracts, to sue, be parties, give
evidence, and to the full and equal benefits of all laws and proceedings for the
security of persons and property as is enjoyed by white citizens, and shall be sub-
ject to like punishment, pains, penalties, taxes, licenses, and exactions of every
kind, and to no other.

174. 678 F.2d at 598.
175. Id.
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section 1981 claims, requiring the plaintiff to show that he engaged in
protected activity under section 1981, that an adverse action by the em-
ployer followed, and that a causal connection linked the protected activ-
ity and the employer's adverse action. 7

s

Jackson v. Seaboard Coast Line Railroad,7 7 a predominantly Title VII
case discussed earlier in this article,'17  also contained a section 1981
claim. With respect to this claim, the sole issue was which state statute of
limitations governs when the action is filed in Georgia. Bifurcating this
question, the court concluded that Georgia Code section 3-704179 applied,
barring equitable relief after twenty years and backpay after only two
years."' 0

Section 1983. Patsy v. Florida International University,' the Fifth
Circuit en banc decision featured in last year's survey article as the most
significant development on the circuit in 1981,183 was reversed by the
United States Supreme Court in 1982.183 The Fifth Circuit had held that
adequate and appropriate state administrative remedies must be ex-
hausted before a section 19831" action may proceed in federal court. 85

The Supreme Court disagreed, noting that if Congress had desired com-

176. Id. at 599 (citing Dickerson v. Metropolitan Dade County, 659 F.2d 574, 580-81 (5th
Cir. 1981)). Unfortunately, the court failed to clarify whether plaintiff's suit must actually
prove meritorious or must present only an arguable claim. This is an issue in retaliation
cases that has split the circuits. See Sias v. City Demonstration Agency, 588 F.2d 692 (9th
Cir. 1978) and the cases cited therein. Moreover, the authors perceive that the 'causal link'
requirement is one that of necessity leaves much to the discretion of trial courts.

177. 676 F.2d 1043 (5th Cir. 1982) (Unit B).
178. See supra note 59 and accompanying text.
179. GA. CODE ANN. § 3-704 (Harrison 1975); OFFICIAL CODE OF GA. ANN. § 9-3-22

(Michie 1982) (editorial changes only).
180. 676 F.2d at 1051 (citing Whatley v. Department of Educ., 673 F.2d 873, 877 (5th

Cir. 1982)).
181. 634 F.2d 900 (5th Cir. 1981), rev'd sub nom. Patsy v. Board of Regents, 102 S. Ct.

2557 (1982).
182. Shanor & Shanor, Employment Discrimination, 1981 Eleventh Circuit Survey, 33

MERCER L. REV. 1119, 1119-21 (1982); see Note, Patsy v. Florida International Univer-
sity: Exhaustion in Section 1983 Actions-The Fifth Circuit Establishes a New Rule,
1981 Eleventh Circuit Survey, 33 MERCER L. REV. 1309 (1982).

183. Patsy v. Board of Regents, 102 S. Ct. 2557 (1982).
184. 42 U.S.C. § 1983 (1976 & Supp. IV 1980) provides:

Every person who, under color of any statute, ordinance, regulation, custom, or
usage, of any State or Territory or the District of Columbia, subjects, or causes to
be subjected, any citizen of the United States or other person within the jurisdic-
tion thereof to the deprivation of any rights, privileges, or immunities secured by
the Constitution and laws, shall be liable to the party injured in an action at law,
suit in equity, or other proper proceeding for redress. For the purposes of this
section, any Act of Congress applicable exclusively to the District of Columbia
shall be considered to be a statute of the District of Columbia.

185. 634 F.2d at 903-04.
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plainants in section 1983 suits to exhaust administrative remedies, it
would have said so, as it has done in Title VII cases."'

Two Eleventh Circuit cases this year cite Patsy. In one case, Bradford
v. Bronner,8 ' which was decided before the Supreme Court's decision,
the court understandably barred a plaintiff's claim when he did not first
exhaust Alabama administrative process before filing suit.,"8 Though no
longer good law, this holding appears to be harmless in light of the court's
separate and independent grounds for the decision that (1) "no action lies
in § 1983 for mere damage to reputation"'" and (2) that plaintiff failed to
establish that his exercise of free speech was causally responsible for his
being fired.' 90

The second case, decided after the Supreme Court's decision in Patsy,
is more troubling. The plaintiff in Porter v. Schweiker,"' who was before
the court of appeals for the third time in this litigation, was held exempt
from any exhaustion requirement on the ground that no adequate
processes existed for raising claims of "privations flowing from a wrongful
discharge penalizing an employee for exercising first amendment
rights.'"" Though the result in Porter (that exhaustion is not required)
accords with the Supreme Court's decision in Patsy, the authors see no
need to look at 'exceptions' to the Fifth Circuit's Patsy decision in light
of the Supreme Court's broader rationale that exhaustion is never re-
quired in section 1983 suits absent congressional amendment of the
statute."'2

Two different Eleventh Circuit panels handed down decisions on Octo-
ber 12, 1982, each addressing the extent of municipal liability in section
1983 actions after the Supreme Court's decision in Monell v. Department
of Social Services.'" Unfortunately, the divergent approaches taken by

186. 102 S. Ct. at 2556.
187. 665 F.2d 680 (5th Cir. 1982) (Unit B).
188. Id. at 682.
189. Id. at 682-83. Another Eleventh Circuit panel, "assuming that damages to reputa-

tion alone were actionable under § 1983 and that a cause of action for injury to reputation
could be stated here where the plaintiff admits her alcoholism," found the claim barred by
Alabama's one-year statute of limitations for defamation actions. Doyle v. University of Ala-
bama, 680 F.2d 1323, 1325 (11th Cir. 1982). In so doing, the court refused to reach the issue
of whether state universities enjoy sovereign immunity under section 1983. Id. at 1326.

190. 665 F.2d at 682.
191. 692 F.2d 740 (11th Cir. 1982).
192. Id. at 743.
193. 102 S. Ct. at 2566.
194. 436 U.S. 658, 691 (1978). Monel was a seminal case reversing long-standing Su-

preme Court precedent, which had held that municipalities were not 'persons' subject to
liability under section 1983. The Court in Monett, however, declined to hold municipalities
liable under section 1983 on respondeat superior grounds, limiting such liability to situa-
tions in which "execution of a government's policy or custom, whether made by its
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the two panels give little direction to the practitioner about when munici-
palities will be held liable.

In Williams v. City of Valdosta,' " a city fire department 'training cap-
tain' was demoted to lieutenant either by a budget ordinance abolishing
his position or by the city manager. Williams' objection to his demotion
was that the action taken was premised upon exercise of his first amend-
ment rights as president of the firefighters' local union and as an outspo-
ken critic of various fire department policies.' 96 Finding the city liable
under Monell, the court held it was immaterial whether the decision to
demote plaintiff came about via the budget ordinance or the city man-
ager's action since both could be "said to represent official city policy."'"

The court in Hearn v. City of Gainesville' explored similar facts but
came to a different conclusion on the Monell issue. In Hearn, plaintiff
was terminated as a personnel technician under circumstances in which

ithe jury found that the termination was "a result of the claimed animos-
ity between him and [the city's personnel director]."'" Specifically, the
city's elimination of a personnel technician position and its subsequent
selection of the plaintiff for termination was premised upon "false infor-
mation provided by [the personnel director]."'10 Upon these facts, the
court held the personnel director individually liable but exonerated the
city. Though the city commission had made the final decision to delete
plaintiff's 'hire,' the court found that the case was neither analogous to a
case in which the personnel director himself deleted the position from the
budget nor to a case in which the personnel department's budget was cut
and its director was required, in his discretion, to make the necessary
cuts. Because "the unusual facts of this case do not present an example of
final authority being delegated to and exercised by a city official,"''2 the
court found the city not liable for damages under Monell.2'

lawmakers or by those whose edicts or acts may fairly be said to represent official policy,
inflicts the injury .... Id. at 694.

195. 689 F.2d 964 (11th Cir. 1982).
196. In subsequent portions of the opinion, the court reversed the trial court's grant of a

judgment notwithstanding the verdict in favor of the city and its alternative grant of a new
trial based on the insufficiency of the evidence in the plaintiff's favor. The appellate panel
painstakingly articulated the evidence from which a jury could reasonably conclude, as the
jury in Williams did, that plaintiff was terminated because he was a "thorn" in the side of
various city officials. 689 F.2d at 969-76.

197. 689 F.2d at 969.
198. 688 F.2d 1328 (11th Cir. 1982).
199. Id. at 1331.
200. Id. at 1335.
201. Id.
202. Id. Other remedial questions were left open for initial consideration by the trial

court upon remand: "Can the city be required to reinstate [plaintiff]?. .. If the city can-
not be required to reinstate [plaintiff], will it voluntarily reinstate him? If [plaintiff] is not
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Certainly, there are many ways to distinguish Williams and Hearn.
One may premise the divergent outcomes on the level of authority exer-
cised by plaintiff's antagonist; one may distinguish policy-related antago-
nisms from personal vendettas; or one may conclude that the ultimate
decisionmaker, the city council or city commission, was more likely to be
aware of the reasons for directing the adverse job action of the plaintiff in
one case than in the other. None of these explanations, however, is wholly
satisfactory, and these authors come away from these two cases convinced
that Monell's rejection of both sovereign immunity and respondeat supe-
rior as approaches to assessing in section 1983 actions has left the lower
courts with insufficient guidance to determine when to hold municipali-
ties liable.

C. Age Discrimination in Employment Act

Although some commentators have noted an increase in the number of
cases filed under the Age Discrimination in Employment Act (ADEA),2 0 3

few Eleventh Circuit cases involving ADEA issues were handed down in
1982, and none was of major significance.

The Eleventh Circuit did hold in Anderson v. Savage Laboratories,
Inc.2 " that the 'work rule' test adopted by the former Fifth Circuit in the
Title VII context was equally applicable in ADEA cases. Under that test,
to prove pretextual an employer's assertion that the plaintiff's discharge
was for violation of a work rule, a plaintiff must show "either that he did
not violate the work rule or that, if he did, other employees not within
the protected class who engaged in similar acts were not similarly
treated. 2 0 5 Expressly finding this rule applicable in the ADEA context,
the Eleventh Circuit affirmed summary judgment for the employer when
it showed by affidavit that it consistently discharged employees, of
whatever age, for violation of the work rule at issue, despite plaintiff's
contention that proof of termination for cause does not prevent him from
proving that age was nonetheless a determinative factor in the termina-
tion decision.20

In 1982, the Eleventh Circuit continued to" make clear that it does not
insist on technical perfection in charges to the jury in cases tried under
the ADEA. Thus, in Allison v. Western Union Telegraph Co.,2°  the court

reinstated... is he entitled to additional damage for future earnings lost because he is not
reinstated?" Id. at 1336-37.

203. 29 U.S.C. §§ 621-634 (1976 & Supp. III 1979).
204. 675 F.2d 1221 (11th Cir. 1982).
205. Id. at 1224 (citing Harris v. Plastics Mfg. Co., 617 F.2d 438 (5th Cir. 1980); Green v.

Armstrong Rubber Co., 612 F.2d 967 (5th Cir.), cert. denied, 449 U.S. 879 (1980)).
206. 675 F.2d at 1225.
207. 680 F.2d 1318 (11th Cir. 1982).
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upheld a charge that "in general correctly instruct[ed] the jury" even
though portions were "not as clear as might be desirable" and even
though the instructions on disparate impact and disparate treatment
were intertwined.

20 8

Finally, the court in Moore v. Sears, Roebuck and Co.2 0 9 held that an
employer's supervisory ratings of an employee are admissible to show the
employer "was motivated, in good faith, to discharge [plaintiff] for rea-
sons other than age."210 The evidence was permitted on the ground that
it was not hearsay at all since it was not offered to prove the truth of its
contents. The court, therefore, found it unnecessary to deal with the bus-
iness records exception to the hearsay rule.2 1

1

D. Rehabilitation Act of 1973

Few Eleventh Circuit cases examined claims under the Rehabilitation
Act of 1973w" last year. This stark fact testifies at least in part to the
strength of the Rogers v. Frito-Lay, Inc.2" bar to private causes of action
in section 503 Rehabilitation Act 1" ' cases.

No such broad restriction exists, however, against private actions under
section 504215 in the Eleventh Circuit. Thus, in Jones v. Metropolitan
Atlanta Rapid Transit Authority,21 s the court repudiated defendant's ar-
gument that plaintiff lacked standing because defendant MARTA did not
receive funds for the purpose of providing employment. The court found
that neither the language nor the legislative history of sections 504 and
505 of the Rehabilitation Act supported defendant's position. The court
then remanded, for a hearing on the merits, the claim of a former bus
driver whose right leg had been amputated.2 1 7

In reaching this conclusion, the Eleventh Circuit parts company with

208. Id. at 1323; see also Haring v. CPC Int'l, Inc., 664 F.2d 1234 (5th Cir. 1981) (Unit
B) (noting that an ADEA jury charge would have been improved had it not alluded to de-
fendant's burden of producing evidence and that it was inappropriate for the trial court "to
clutter up its charge with unnecessary legal terminology such as 'prima facie case,"' but
nonetheless upholding a charge which, taken as a whole, adequately conveyed to the jury
that plaintiff bore the ultimate burden of proof and that they could find for plaintiff only if
they found age was a determinative factor in the discharge decision. Id. at 1237, 1240).

209. 683 F.2d 1321 (11th Cir. 1982).
210. Id. at 1322-23 (footnote omitted).
211. Id. at 1322. The hearsay definition may be found at FzD. R. EvID. 801(c) and the

business records exception at FED. R. EvID. 803(6).
212. 29 U.S.C. §§ 701-94 (1976 & Supp. III 1979).
213. 611 F.2d 1074 (5th Cir.), cert. denied, 449 U.S. 889 (1980).
214. 29 U.S.C. § 793 (1976 & Supp. 11 1979).
215. 29 U.S.C. § 794 (1976 & Supp. II 1979).
216. 681 F.2d 1376 (11th Cir. 1982).
217. Id. at 1282-83.
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the Second," ' Fourth," '1 and Eighth Circuits.220 The controversy arises
because section 505 of the Rehabilitation Act provides that the "reme-
dies, procedures and rights" of handicapped claimants are to be found in
Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964.2" ' Section 604 of Title VI"' per-
mits private actions "only if the employer received federal financial assis-
tance and 'a primary purpose of the federal financial assistance is to pro-
vide employment.' "228 Interpreting the relationship between Title VI and
section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act, the court in Jones was convinced
that the 1978 inclusion of the section 505 reference to Title VP"4 was
intended to expand, not contract, rights of action under section 504. The
court's interpretation rested heavily on its perception that "[slection 604,
as a substantive restriction on standing, does not constitute a right, rem-
edy or procedure [within the language of section 505]."1"5 Thus, the stage
is now set, with a split in the circuits, for Supreme Court resolution of the
issue.

In the second section 504 case, Doyle v. University of Alabama,2"8 de-
fendant succeeded in resting its case on the argument that plaintiff had
failed to show that "'the program or activity with which he or she was
involved, or from which he or she was excluded, itself received or was
directly benefited by federal financial assistance.' 11,27

218. United States v. Cabrini Medical Center, 639 F.2d 908 (2d Cir. 1981).
219. Trageser v. Libbie Rehabilitation Center, Inc., 590 F.2d 87 (4th Cir. 1978), cert.

denied, 442 U.S. 947 (1979).
220. Carmi v. Metropolitan St. Louis Sewer Dist., 620 F.2d 673 (8th Cir. 1980), cert.

denied, 449 U.S. 892 (1981).
221. 29 U.S.C. § 794a (1976 & Supp. III 1979).
222. 42 U.S.C. § 2000d-3 (1976) provides: "Nothing contained in this subchapter shall

be construed to authorize action under this subchapter by any department or agency with
respect to any employment practice of any employer, employment agency, or labor organiza-
tion except where a primary objective of the Federal financial assistance is to provide
employment."

223. 681 F.2d at 1378 (emphasis in original) (quoting 42 U.S.C. § 2000d-3).
224. Pub. L. No. 95-602, 92 Stat. 2955, 2982-83 (1978).
225. 681 F.2d at 1380 (footnote omitted).
226. 680 F.2d 1323 (11th Cir. 1982).
227. Id. at 1326-27 (quoting Brown v. Sibley, 650 F.2d 760, 769 (5th Cir. 1981)).
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